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Texts

Bible (modern critical translation required; Oxford Annotated or HarperCollins New Revised Standard Version suggested)


Selected Bibliography for the Study of the Prophets

Commentary Series [# of volumes vary; some are older; not every series complete for HB/OT]

Anchor Bible Commentary. Doubleday Press.
Hermeneia Commentary. Fortress Press.
Interpretation Commentary. Westminster/John Knox.
Interpreter’s Bible Commentary. Abingdon.
New Century Bible Commentary. Eerdmans.
Old Testament Library Commentary. Westminster/John Knox


**Suggested Readings for Socio-Political Interpretive Perspectives**


**Amos or Micah**


**Hosea**


Renita J. Weems, “Gomer: Victim of Violence or Victim of Metaphor?” *Semeia* 47, pp. 87-104.
Jeremiah


II Isaiah


J. Severino Croatto, “Exegesis of Second Isaiah from the Perspective of the Oppressed: Paths for Reflection,” *Reading From This Place* (Vol. 2), pp.219-236.

Daniel


Nestor Miguez, “Apocalyptic and the Economy: A Reading of Revelation 18 from the Experience of Economic Exclusion,” *Reading from This Place*, pp. 250-262.